
   

 

   

 
Your ReadyRoam Travel  

Insurance Policy 
 

 
 
 

Thank you for choosing DirectAsia to protect you and your belongings 
when you travel. We hope that this policy is clear as it’s important for you 
to understand the insurance cover you enjoy and the responsibilities we 
have to each other.  
 
Please read this document and the Certificate of Insurance, and let us 
know as soon as possible if any of the details are not correct. 
 
Please note that some of the words we use in this insurance policy are 
shown in bold type. These words are defined at the end of the policy. 
 
We aim to deliver the highest standards of service. Your feedback is 
important to help us so please contact us on +65 6665 5555, if you have 
any. 
 

    If you need to make a claim, please call the following hotlines: 
 

24-hour claims hotline 

Whilst in Singapore +65 6532 1818 

Whilst overseas +65 6603 3699 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Policy Owners' Protection Scheme 
 

Your DirectAsia travel insurance policy is protected under the Policy Owners' Protection Scheme which is 
administered by the Singapore Deposit Insurance Corporation (SDIC). Coverage for your policy is 
automatic and no further action is required from you. For more information on the types of benefits that 
are covered under the scheme as well as the limits of coverage, where applicable, please contact us or 
visit the GIA or SDIC websites (www.gia.org.sg or www.sdic.org.sg). 

 
 

http://www.sdic.org.sg/
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Our promise to you 
We will: 
1. insure you in accordance with the terms and conditions of this policy in return for the premium you have paid. 

Your Certificate of Insurance will detail who is covered for travelling in which geographical locations and the 
plan coverage you enjoy; 

2. pay covered claims up to the maximum amounts as per the summary of limits as quickly as possible; 

 

Your promise to us 
Please ensure that you fulfil the obligations set out below, not doing so may affect your claim or could result in your 
insurance being invalid:  
1. You will try and prevent accident, injury or sickness and take all reasonable care to safeguard your personal 

possessions against loss or damage; 
2. You will fully and truthfully disclose to us all facts you know or ought to know which may influence our decision 

to insure you or reimburse you or pay your claim under the policy and on what terms as per Singapore law. 
Answer our questions fully and truthfully. Tell us if any information changes at any point. If you are in any doubt, 
please inform us; 

3. You are domiciled in Singapore and all trips will start and end here. The policy must be purchased before the 
insured trip commences;  

4. You must be aged between 18 and 70 years old at the start of any trip; 
5. You will not travel against the advice of a doctor or for the purpose of obtaining medical treatment. We do not 

cover pre-existing medical conditions in respect of you, your travel companions and of other people upon 
whose health the insured trip depends;    

6. You will pay your premium before the start of the policy.  
7. You will inform us of any change in email address which will be our primary mode of contact with you. We will 

not be responsible for failing to reach you due to an email being sent to an inactive email account and any 
consequences thereof. Please continue to keep us up to date with your mobile number and postal address if 
they change; 

8. You are not participating in sporting activities, including motor sports, in a professional capacity or receiving a 
financial reward or incentive;  

9. You are not participating in any extreme sports and activities and you understand you will not be covered by 
us whilst participating in any such activities.  

10. You acknowledge that you will not be covered by us for travel to or for losses incurred while transiting through 
any excluded countries or countries which are not included in your ReadyRoam data plan. 

11. You will pay any excess which is due. The amounts of all types of excess that may be payable by you are shown 
on your certificate of insurance.  

 

How to make a claim 
In order for us to process your claim, you must fulfil the obligations set out below, not doing so may affect a claim 
or could result in your insurance being invalid:  
1. You must tell us as soon as possible, within a maximum of 30 days, if something happens which may result in a 

claim. You can contact us by phone or email claim@directasia.com. You must inform the appropriate law 
enforcement and service providers at the time of loss within the timelines set out under the different sections 
of this policy;   

2. In the event of a medical emergency covered by this policy, help and advice will be given by our appointed 
assistance provider and if necessary, medical evacuation and repatriation will be provided; 

3. If you have any correspondence relating to a claim please provide it to us as soon as you can;  
4. To help us settle your claim we require you to prove that your loss happened. Please give us all the co-operation 

we need to investigate your claim, including evidence of the value of items involved in a claim as well as other 
relevant information and documents we may reasonably require. This may include, but is not limited to, medical 
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certificates or reports at your expense, medical history records, original or certified true copies of invoices, 
receipts and police or service providers’ reports. If medical attention is received following injury or sickness, 
you should pay and obtain receipted accounts;  

5. You will have a medical examination, at our expense, should we request it;  
6. We may start or take over recovery proceedings in your name. We ask that you give us all the assistance we 

need to do this; 
7. You must inform us if you recover a lost or stolen item after making a claim on your policy and undertake to 

reimburse any payments made prior to the recovery.   

 

Other things to be aware of 
1. This policy is governed by Singapore Law and any disputes will be dealt with as per the dispute resolution clause 

contained in this policy and / or in the courts of Singapore.  
2. If a false claim is made, we can refuse to pay it or we can void this policy, which means we treat it as if it never 

existed.  
3. If you have other insurance against the events covered or are entitled to a reimbursement of all or part of the 

claim expense from any other source, we will only be liable for the difference between the amount recoverable 
from them and the amount that would have otherwise been recoverable under your policy. 

4. If a claim is made under your policy, we may settle the claim with you or your legal representative. You or your 
legal representative’s receipt of the payment shall absolve us of all further liability. This includes personal 
liability claims whereby we are not obliged to continue with the conduct of defence.  

5. A third party who has not agreed to be bound by the terms and conditions contained in this policy shall not have 
any right under the Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act 2001 to enforce any of its terms or conditions. 

6. All amounts in this policy are shown in Singapore Dollars SGD.   

 

What is not covered 
The following exclusions apply to the entire policy. There are more specific exclusions which are shown in the 
sections to which they apply. We do not cover claims for events that arise directly or indirectly from:  
1. a deliberate, criminal or unlawful act by you or anyone acting on your behalf;  
2. a set of circumstances which you knew about at the time the trip was booked unless you could not reasonably 

have expected such circumstances to result in a claim; 
3. pre-existing medical conditions in respect of you, your travel companions and of other people upon whose 

health the insured trip depends;  
4. suicide, deliberate self-injury, being under the influence of alcohol or drugs (unless prescribed by a doctor), 

solvent abuse, wilful exposure to exceptional risk (unless you are trying to save a life), committing an assault or 
felony; 

5. sexually transmitted diseases, Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV), Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome 
(AIDS), AIDS-Related Complex (ARC) and any mutant derivatives or variations of these or any related 
experimental medical treatment; 

6. pregnancy, childbirth, abortion, miscarriage or menopause and any complications, except where such treatment 
is deemed necessary due to injury within the scope of your policy; 

7. any cosmetic treatment except to restore function after suffering an injury; 
8. stress, anxiety, depression, or any emotional or psychiatric disorder or condition; 
9. the cost of routine or elective non-emergency treatment or surgery, including specialist review or referral, 

exploratory tests which are not directly related to illness or injury which necessitated your admittance to 
hospital;  

10. while you are engaged in naval, military, air force service or operations, construction and demolition work, 
airline personnel, air crew, offshore or mining, aerial photography/surveyor, ship crew, professional diver, any 
work handling explosives or hazardous substances or work in a war zone or for disaster relief organisations;    

11. air travel other than as a fare paying passenger on a licensed commercial regular scheduled airline or licensed 
charter aircraft; 
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12. motorcycling unless you hold a motorcycle licence recognised by the country you are riding in, that you wear a 
helmet at all times and abide by all the applicable road laws;  

13. any participation in extreme sports or activities. Your policy automatically covers you when you are 
participating in regular sports and activities. These include but are not limited to racquet and ball sports (e.g. 
tennis and basketball), golf, cycling, running, swimming, fishing, hot air ballooning, snorkelling, surfing, yachting 
and hiking without ropes or specialist equipment up to 1,500m in altitude; 

14. any participation in speed races with motor vehicles of any kind; 
15. travelling against the advice of mass media and/or any government or official body (including World Health 

Organisation) to any particular country or parts of a country. If you are in any doubt, please talk to us;  
16. any losses, injuries, costs or expenses arising out of: 

a. nuclear reaction, nuclear radiation or radioactive contamination; 
b. pressure waves from aircraft and other flying objects travelling faster than the speed of sound. 

17. any consequence of: 
a. declared or undeclared war including any civil war and or warlike operations, invasion, act of foreign 

enemy, hostilities, rebellion, revolution, insurrection, labour strike, riot, civil commotion, blockade or 
any act of military or usurped power or any act thereof, except where you are a passive participant;  

b. claims in anyway caused or contributed to by the use, release or threat thereof of any nuclear weapon 
or device or chemical or biological agent even if you are a passive participant in a declared or 
undeclared war, regardless of any contributory cause; 

c. any action whether direct or indirect to restore or resulting from the restoration of (or attempt to 
restore) public order.  

18. an act of terrorism involving the use or release or threat thereof of any nuclear weapon or device or chemical, 
biological, bio-chemical, radioactive or similar agents, electromagnet weapons, discharge, explosion or use of 
weapons of mass destruction, by any party at any time for any reason, regardless of any contributory cause. 

19. we will not cover you against any claim for compensation which you legally have to pay following an accident 
that results in the death or injury of another person and/or the loss of or damage to property belonging to 
another person. 

Where you are covered 
Please refer to your Certificate of Insurance for the destinations you have selected and are therefore covered to 
travel in.  
 
The following table outlines the countries which are included in each ReadyRoam Travel Insurance plan:  
 

 ReadyRoam 9 destinations ReadyRoam 18 destinations  ReadyRoam 56 destinations 

Australia, Brunei, 
Cambodia, Indonesia, 
Laos, Malaysia, New 
Zealand, The Philippines 
and Thailand.  

All countries in ReadyRoam 
9 plus China, Hong Kong 
SAR, India, Japan, South 
Korea, Macau, Myanmar,  
Taiwan and Vietnam. 
 

All countries in ReadyRoam 18 plus Austria, 
Bangladesh, Belgium, Canada, Croatia, Czech 
Republic, Denmark, Egypt, Fiji, Finland, France, 
Germany, Ghana, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Israel, 
Italy, Kenya, Mexico, Mongolia, Netherlands, 
Nigeria, Norway, Pakistan, Poland, Portugal, Qatar, 
Russia, Saudi Arabia, Spain, Sri Lanka, Sweden, 
Switzerland, Turkey, UAE, UK, and USA.  

Important note:  

 This policy does not include any coverage for travel delay, delayed baggage or personal liability. 

 An excess applies to section 1: medical expenses, section 4: Personal possessions, money and travel 
documents and section 5 – Trip cancellation and curtailment.  
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Types of Cover 
 

Section 1 - Medical Expenses   
 
What is covered: 
We will pay up to the limit in the summary of limits for medical expenses reasonably and necessarily incurred for 
medical treatment if you suffer an injury or sickness whilst overseas on your insured trip.  
 
All treatment including specialist treatment must be prescribed or referred by a doctor. 
 
Summary of limits  

 ReadyRoam Travel Insurance 

Per adult (overseas)  $ 150,000 

Chinese medical practitioner sub limit (overseas) $ 300 

 
What is not covered: 

 Any medical expenses incurred due to or arising from any pre-existing medical conditions.   

 Any medical expenses incurred once you return to Singapore.   

 Any medical expenses incurred due to pregnancy, childbirth, miscarriage or abortion unless caused by an 
injury (you are not covered due to sickness).  

 Any dental expenses unless caused by an injury (you are not covered if you are suffering pain but not due 
to an accident).  

 
 

Section 2 – Evacuation and repatriation     
 
2.1 Emergency medical evacuation  
 
What is covered:  
We will pay up to the limit shown in the summary of limits the cost to move you to another location for medical 
treatment or for you to return to Singapore if in our opinion it is medically appropriate after you suffer injury or 
sickness overseas during an insured trip. We will decide both the evacuation location and how it will be carried out 
after considering the facts and make all arrangements. If we decide a commercial flight is appropriate and you can 
still use your return flight we will only pay the administration fees you incur to change the travel date or destination.  
 
 

Important note:  

 If you have any medical insurance that would pay out in the same situations, this policy will pay out 
after any other insurance has been exhausted. We will cover any shortfall including an excess (i.e. 
contribution you are required to pay for first part of a claim) if you are subjected to one, if it is a valid 
claim under our policy up to the limits in the summary of limits.  

 Bacterial or viral infections are only covered if contracted while overseas and there was no health 
warning issued prior to your departure. 

 An excess applies to claims made under this section.   
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Summary of limits  

 ReadyRoam Travel Insurance 

Per adult  $ 1,500,000 

 
What is not covered:  

 Any services rendered without our prior authorisation or intervention. If, due to reasons beyond your 

control, you are unable to notify us to make necessary arrangements, we reserve the right to only pay the 

expenses incurred for the services that we would have provided.   

 Any evacuation if we assess it can be treated locally and does not prevent you from continuing your travel 

or where we assess you are physically able to return to Singapore as a normal passenger without medical 

assistance.  

 
2.2 Repatriation of mortal remains or local burial  
 
What is covered:  
We will pay up to the limit shown in the summary of limits if you die overseas during an insured trip from an injury 
or sickness sustained overseas during the insured trip. We will make all the necessary arrangements to return your 
body or ashes to Singapore.  
 
Alternatively, your next of kin can choose to return your body to another country or arrange a local burial, subject 
to local laws, in the country in which death occurred and we will make all the necessary arrangements. In either 
case, the maximum we will pay is the amount it would have cost to return your body or ashes to Singapore.    
 
Summary of limits  

 ReadyRoam Travel Insurance 

Per adult  $ 1,500,000 

 
What is not covered:  

 The cost of burial or cremation in Singapore.   

 Any services rendered without our prior authorisation or intervention.  

 Any expenses related to religious ceremonies or rites.  

Section 3 – Death and Permanent Disability    
 
What is covered:  
We will pay you the limit shown in the summary of limits if you suffer injury during an insured trip which solely and 
directly results in loss of limbs, loss of sight, permanent total disablement or your death, which will be paid to your 
legal representative, within 90 days of the date of the accident.  
 
The most we will pay for loss of sight in just one eye is 60% of the limit shown in the summary of limits. 

Important note:  

 You must contact us on 6532 1818 (Singapore) or +65 6603 3699 (Overseas) to arrange medical 
evacuation rather than making your own arrangements.  

 We will not be responsible for any act or failure to act by our appointed assistance provider or 
professionals appointed by them.   
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We will pay for you only once under this cover, up to 100% of the limit and not for both death and permanent total 
disablement. There shall be no further liability under this policy in respect of the same insured person for any injury 
sustained thereafter.  
 
Summary of limits  

 ReadyRoam Travel Insurance 

Per adult  $ 100,000 

 
What is not covered:  

 Any claims for death, loss or permanent total disablement caused directly or indirectly by: 

o sickness, disease, infection or any physical defect or illness  

o any injury which existed prior to the beginning of the insured trip.  

 

Section 4 – Personal possessions, money and travel documents 

 

4.1 Personal possessions 

  

What is covered:  

We will pay for loss, theft or accidental damage to your personal possessions including valuables whilst on an 

insured trip. We will, at our discretion determine whether to repair, replace or make payment for an item. If any 

item is beyond economic repair we will treat as if it was lost or stolen.  

 

You must provide proof of purchase for items, pairs and sets if we request it e.g. receipts or credit card statements. 

If no proof of purchase is provided, the most we will pay is up to $50 per item, pair or set, up to a maximum of 5 

items, pairs or sets. 

We will pay the original price for the item or pair or set of items less an allowance for wear, tear and depreciation 

set out in table below:   

 

Adjustments due to wear, tear and depreciation (on personal possessions, computers and/or their accessories, 

tablet devices, and satellite navigation devices) 

Item age (with proof of purchase) Payment reduction 

Less than one year old  0% 

One year old  25% 

Two years old  50% 

Three or more years old  75% 

 

There is no wear, tear and depreciation adjustment on valuables, apart from computers and/or their accessories, 

tablet devices, and satellite navigation devices. For claims for mobile phones we will pay the higher of purchase price 

or published value in Singapore Telecommunications providers’ trade-in listing if the item is less than a year old and 

you have proof of purchase. If the item is older than a year or you do not have proof of purchase we will pay higher 

of the above referenced trade-in listing or $50. Each insured person can only claim for one mobile phone and one 

laptop per insured trip.  
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For any item that forms part of a pair or set, we will pay a proportionate part of the value of the pair or set.  A pair 

or set of items is treated as one item (e.g. a pair of shoes, a camera and its accompanying lenses and accessories 

even if purchased separately and of different brands).  

 

4.2 Travel documents and money 

 

What is covered:  

We will pay the cost of replacing essential travel documents (e.g. passport, visa and/or travel documents) and 

personal money if they are stolen during an insured trip whilst overseas. We will also reimburse you for the 

reasonable and necessary travel and accommodation expenses you incur in replacing essential travel documents. 

The maximum limit for money is $500.  

 

The most we will pay in total under personal possessions and travel documents and money section is the per adult 

limit on the summary of limits.  

 

Summary of limits (for all of Section 4) 

 ReadyRoam Travel Insurance 

Per adult limit $ 3,000 
Any item, pair or set limit for personal possessions, valuables, 
money (within per adult limit)  

$ 500 

Laptop limit (within per adult limit) $ 1,000 

 

What is not covered (for all of section 4):  

 Loss or damage if you do not exercise reasonable care for the safety and supervision of your personal 

possessions. You must not leave any item unattended in a public place including in a locked vehicle unless 

it is not visible from outside the vehicle. Valuables (including mobiles and laptops), money and travel 

documents must be being carried by you (not checked in with public transport provider or left in a vehicle) 

or in a locked safe.  You must take all reasonable measures to find lost items. 

 Loss, destruction, damage or theft of the following property: 

o animals or perishable items such as food or medication/supplements (including contact lenses, 

hearing aids or dentures) 

o business goods or samples of any kind  

o dinghies, boats or any motorised vehicles or their accessories  

o information stored on USBs, discs or other storage devices.  

 Loss, destruction, damage or theft: 

o due to confiscation or detention by customs or other officials or authorities  

o due to wear and tear, denting or scratching, moth or vermin, mechanical or electrical breakdown. 

 Loss, destruction or damage whilst the items are being used during the course of sporting activity, practice 
or play.  

 Loss, destruction or damage to remote controlled devices (including drones and similar) whilst being used. 

 Losses not reported within 24 hours of the incident to the police who have jurisdiction in the place the loss 

occurred, airline, transport company or other carrier who had custody of the personal possessions and may 

be responsible for the loss.  

 Unexplained or mysterious disappearance.   
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 Personal possessions that is sent in advance, mailed or shipped separately.  

 Loss or damage to personal possessions insured under any other insurance policy, or reimbursed by any 

other carrier, hotel or any other source.  

 Shortages due to mistake or exchange rate differences.  

 

 
Section 5 – Trip cancellation and curtailment  
 
What is covered:  
We will pay for any irrecoverable transport and accommodation expenses, which were cancelled within 30 days 
before you were due to start the insured trip for which you have paid or are contracted to pay, providing the 
cancellation is necessary and unavoidable due to a cause listed below occurring during the period of insurance and 
after you have booked the insured trip:    
1. serious injury, serious illness, death of you, your travel companion, or an immediate family member of yours;  

2. a natural disaster, an Act of God or adverse weather conditions including haze which prevents you from making 

the trip; 

3. an unexpected outbreak of strike, riot or civil commotion arising in the planned destination and which is beyond 

your control;  

4. an epidemic, pandemic, outbreak of contagious disease or other such similar health hazard in the planned 

destination; 

5. the insolvency of an airline that flies in or out of Singapore Changi Airport or a Singapore-licensed travel agency 

which is a member of the National Association of Travel Agents Singapore from which the insured person 

purchased the insured trip.  

 

We will reimburse you for any irrecoverable unused pre-paid transport and accommodation costs or pay you for 
additional economy class transport expenses and any reasonable hotel costs if your trip is necessarily and 
unavoidably disrupted (i.e. abandoned, lengthened or curtailed) due to one of the above causes, if you have already 
commenced your insured trip.  
 
The maximum we will reimburse or pay you in total across trip cancellation, curtailment and delay is the per person 
limit in the summary of limits. 
 
Summary of limits  

 ReadyRoam Travel Insurance 

Per adult limit $ 5,000 

Important note: 

 You must report losses to the police who have jurisdiction in the place the loss occurred, airline, 

transport company or other carrier within 24 hours of the incident and get a copy of all reports. 

 You must seek compensation from transport/service provider first if your personal possessions was 

lost or damaged when held by them. We will pay claims in excess of any compensation you have 

received.  

 An excess applies to claims made under this section.  
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What is not covered: 

 We will not pay for any resultant costs or expenses due to the delay of the public transport nor will we pay 

for any additional expenses incurred in connection with such delay. 

 We will not pay if your policy was purchased or the insured trip was booked after you became aware (or 

ought to have been aware – e.g. it was publicly announced or had already started) of any circumstances 

which could lead to the cancellation or curtailment of the trip.  

  We will not pay for any failure on your part to: 

o check the departure time specified by the carrier or any changes prior to departure;  

o notify the travel agent, tour operator, carrier or other provider of any service forming part of the 

booked itinerary of the need to cancel or abandon the travel arrangement immediately if it is found 

necessary to do so. 

 When travel cancellation is due to insolvency of an airline or travel agency we will not pay for any loss: 

o where your policy was purchased 7 days or less before the date of departure; 

o caused directly or indirectly by government regulations or control; 

o that is covered by any other existing insurance scheme or government programme; 

o which will be paid or refunded by a hotel, airline, travel agency or other provider(s) of the travel 

and/or accommodation;  

o for which a winding up application or petition for bankruptcy, insolvency or company winding up 

or such other like matter was filed or made before your policy was purchased or the insured trip 

was booked.   

 We will not pay for any loss when the cancellation or curtailment is due to you or your travel companion’s 

financial circumstances, business obligations, contractual obligations, disinclination or reluctance to travel. 

 We will not pay for any loss when the curtailment of your trip is due to an amendment of that trip, whether 

through error, omission or default, by the provider of any service forming part of that trip including the 

agent or tour operator through whom the trip was booked or due to government regulations, acts or 

decrees. 

 We will not pay for any loss or increased cost as a result of cyber terrorism, hoax or threat. 

 We will not pay for any loss or increased cost as a result of unlawful acts of or criminal proceedings against 

you or your travel companion or any person on whom the Insured trip depends.    

Important note:  

 We will require you to prove the need to cancel or curtail your insured trip and that you have made all 
attempts to recover expenses. This may include a death certificate, medical report or a report or 
advisory note from government or internationally recognised entity which advises against any travel to 
the destination which was published after you had booked the insured trip or during the insured trip.   

 You will not be covered at all under this policy if you choose to travel to a destination against the advice 
of the government or internationally recognised entity so please contact us if you are in any doubt.  

 If you choose to travel despite knowledge of a serious injury or serious illness you will not be covered 
for any claims which result from it.  

 An excess applies to claims made under this section.   
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Definitions  
 
Accident or accidental - means an event which is sudden and caused by unforeseen, involuntary and external means 
solely and independently of any other causes. 
 
Act of terrorism/terrorist activity - means an act including but not limited to the use of force or violence and/or the 
threat thereof, of any person or group(s) of persons, whether acting alone or on behalf of or in connection with any 
organisation(s) or government(s), committed for political, religious, ideological or ethnic purposes or reasons 
including the intention to influence any government and/or to put the public, or any section of the public, in fear. 
 
Adult – means a person aged between 18 and 70 at the start of any trip.  
 
Appointed assistance provider - means a company in the business of providing emergency assistance services 
appointed by us for the purposes of your policy. 
 
Certificate of insurance - means the certificate of insurance which forms part of your policy, containing details of 
the insured person(s), type of cover and period of insurance (and includes any amendments). 
 
Chinese medical practitioner - a person qualified as a traditional Chinese medicine practitioner (other than you, an 
insured person, your or an insured person’s relative, business partner, employer, employee or agent) who engages 
in the practice of traditional Chinese medicine (including a herbalist, acupuncturist or bonesetter) and is licensed by 
or registered with the relevant regulatory board, council or authorities to practise and render such treatments, 
within the scope of their licensing and training in the geographical area of his practice. 
 
Cyber terrorism – the use of disruptive activities, or the threat thereof, against computers and/or networks, with 
the intention to cause real world harm or severe disruption of infrastructure.   
 
Dentist - means a person (other than you, an insured person, your or an insured person’s relative, business partner, 
employer, employee or agent) who is qualified as a dental practitioner with a degree in dentistry and duly licensed 
and/or registered with the relevant statutory dental board or council to provide dental treatment and who, in 
rendering dental treatment, is practising within the scope of both their licensing and training in the geographical 
area of practice. 
 
DirectAsia/we/us/our - means Direct Asia Insurance (Singapore) Pte. Ltd.  
 
Doctor - a person (other than you, an insured person, your or an insured person’s relative, business partner, 
employer, employee or agent) who is qualified with a medical degree to practise western medicine and is licensed 
by or registered with the competent and relevant country medical authorities to provide medical and/or surgical 
treatment and who, in rendering treatment, is practising within the scope of their licensing and training in the 
geographical area of practice. 
 
Excess – means the amount that you are required to pay towards any claim.  
 
Excluded countries – means Afghanistan, Iran, Iraq, Libya, Nepal, North Korea, Sudan, Syria, Democratic Republic of 
Congo, Somalia and Yemen.  
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Extreme or hazardous areas - means a place or location where we in our sole opinion would expect you to use a 
licensed and qualified guide. 
 
Extreme sports and activities - means any action or adventure sport which in our sole opinion has a high level of 
inherent danger and which involves the use of one or more of the following elements: speed, height, a high level of 
physical exertion and/or the use of highly specialised equipment. These include but are not limited to: 

 winter sports such as skiing and snowboarding; 

 hiking or trekking over 1,500m in altitude; 

 trekking, hiking or mountain biking in extreme or hazardous areas, rock climbing, caving, pot holing or 
mountaineering or any similar activities that require the use of ropes or specialist equipment; 

 martial arts, boxing or other similar activities; 

 organised races where you are competing against others such as triathlon, cycling and obstacle races; 

 sports tours where you are competing against other teams in contact sports (e.g. rugby). 

 scuba diving up to a depth of 30m; 

 parachuting, sky diving, paragliding, parascending, bungee jumping, hang-gliding, or other similar activities; 

 white/black water rafting, canoeing or kayaking; 

 water skiing, wakeboarding, windsurfing, kitesurfing or other similar activities; 

 all-terrain vehicle (ATV), go-kart, sand buggy or similar. 
 
Hospital - an institution which is legally licensed as a medical or surgical hospital in the geographical area in which 
it is located. It must be established for the care and treatment of sick and injured persons as bed-paying patients, 
and which: 
- is under the constant supervision of a doctor; 
- provides facilities for diagnosis, treatment and surgery; 
- provides 24-hour daily nursing services by registered graduate nurses; and 
- is not primarily a clinic, mental hospital or institution, a place for custodial care or facility for alcoholics or drug 

addicts, a spa, hydroclinic or a nursing or rest or convalescent home or a home for the aged or similar 
establishment 

 
Immediate family – means your spouse, parent and parent-in-law, sibling, brother-in-law and sister-in-law, son-in-
law and daughter-in-law, grandchild and grandparent and grandparent-in-law. 
 
Injury - means an external and visible bodily injury caused solely and directly by an accident or through accidental 
means occurring at an identifiable time and place during the insured trip. Without limitation, it excludes gradual 
physical or mental wear and tear, diseases, sickness and/or infections, even if such conditions result from or are 
connected with that injury. 
 
Insured trip - a leisure or business trip to covered countries which takes place during the period of insurance and is 
for the period of cover specified on your per trip policy. The trip starts from the time you leave your home or place 
of business in Singapore (whichever is later) during the period of insurance and ends at the earlier of:  
1. The time you arrive back at your home or place if business in Singapore;  
2. Two hours after your arrival in Singapore;  
3. The expiry date of the period of insurance.  
 
Loss of limbs - physical, permanent and total loss of use at or above the wrist or ankle of more than one limb. 
 
Loss of sight – the complete, irrecoverable and irreparable loss of all sight.  
 
Medical expenses - reasonable and customary expenses for medical (including traditional Chinese medicine), dental 
and/or surgical treatment by a doctor or a dentist (as the case may be). This includes ambulance charges and x-rays. 
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In the case of dental expenses, such treatment must be necessarily incurred to restore sound and natural teeth 
where damage to those teeth was caused by an accident. 
 
Money – personal legal tender currency notes and travellers cheques.   

 

Pair or set - is a group of items of sufficiently common type, appearance or nature that they reasonably belong 
together, or the group is devalued if one or more of the items is lost or damaged. 
 
Passive participant - means any person who is not: 
1. supplying, transporting or otherwise handling facilities, equipment, devices, vehicles, weapons or other       

materials intended for use in war by a party engaged in hostile actions; 
2.  a journalist or news correspondent; 
3.  an employee, contractor or medical staff of a disaster relief organisation; and/or 
4.  security personnel. 
 
Period of insurance – means the period of cover shown on your certificate of insurance.  
 
Permanent total disablement – physical disablement which totally prevents you from doing any paid work, which 
lasts continuously for 12 months and which at the end of that period, in the opinion of a doctor approved by us, is 
without the prospect of improvement.  
 
Personal possessions - your suitcases (or similar luggage carriers) and their contents usually taken on a trip, together 

with articles worn or carried by you (including valuables) for your individual use during an insured trip (not items 

hired, loaned or entrusted to you).  

 
Policy - this insurance document and the certificate of insurance, including any amendments, endorsements or any 
other authorised change to your policy.   
 
Pre-existing medical condition - means any injury, sickness, condition or symptom: 
- for which treatment, or medication, or advice, or diagnosis has been received by you or sought or was 

foreseeable by you before the start date;  
- which presented signs or symptoms of which you were aware or should reasonably have been aware or which 

originated or existed before the start date; or 
- which was pre-existing before the start date irrespective of whether you were or should have been aware of it. 
 
Public place – any place that the public has access to including but not limited to planes, trains, buses, taxis, shops, 

airports, railway stations, streets, museums, galleries, hotel foyers and general access areas, beaches, restaurants 

and public toilets.  

 

Public transport - means a regularly scheduled mode of transportation provided by a licensed carrier which any 

member of the public can join at a recognised departure point and pay a fare. 

 
Serious illness - whenever applied to an insured person or their travel companion, means a sickness which requires 
treatment by a doctor and which results in the insured person or their travel companion being certified by that 
doctor as unfit to travel or continue with their original trip and whenever applied to a relative, is a sickness certified 
as being dangerous to life by a doctor and which results in the insured person’s discontinuation or cancellation of 
the insured person’s trip. 
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Serious injury - means an injury which requires treatment by a doctor and which results in you and/or the insured 
person or their travel companion being certified by that doctor as unfit to travel or continue with their original trip 
and whenever applied to a relative, is an injury certified as being dangerous to life by a doctor and which results in 
the insured person’s discontinuation or cancellation of the insured person’s trip. 
 
Sickness - means a sudden and unexpected deterioration of your health due to a medical condition contracted, 
starting or showing up during the insured trip that requires treatment by a doctor. 
 
Start date - means the first day of the period of insurance shown in your certificate of insurance, representing the 
day your policy cover starts. 
 
Travel companion - means a person with whom you have coordinated travel arrangements and intends to travel 
with on a trip but excluding a tour leader or group leader who is receiving remuneration in monetary form or in kind. 
 
Valuables - watches (excluding smart watches and fitness trackers), jewellery, antiques, computers and or 

accessories (including laptops, games & gaming consoles), tablet devices (including iPads and eBooks), mobile 

phones and satellite navigation devices, gold, silver or other precious metals, precious and semi-precious gems, 

stamps, coin or medal collections, pictures and other works of arts.   

 
War zone - means an area where there is a declared or undeclared war (including any civil war) and/or any warlike 
operations, hostilities, rebellion, revolution, insurrection or any exercise of military or usurped power. 
 
You/your/insured - means the named traveller on your Certificate of insurance  
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Important Information about your policy 
 
Automatic extension of policy cover 
If your trip continues beyond period of insurance, we will continue to provide cover. This is only if your return is 
unavoidably delayed for an insured reason (e.g. under doctors’ orders or due to public transport delays), cover will 
be extended free of charge for up to a maximum of 30 days.   

 
Cancellation of your policy  
You and we may at any time prior to the period of insurance cancel your policy by giving notice of cancellation to 
the other party. You cannot cancel the policy on or after the start date.   
 
Immediate termination 
Unless we agree otherwise in writing, cover under this policy for you shall immediately terminate on the earliest 
happening of the following events: 

 on the expiry of the period of insurance; 

 on the occurrence of an event or events for which the per adult limit under Section 5: Death and Permanent 
Disability is payable or has been paid; 

 on the death of you.  

 
Dispute resolution  
In the unlikely event of a dispute that we cannot resolve between us, the dispute must be submitted to the Singapore 
Mediation Centre (SMC) for mediation. If mediation fails, the dispute can be referred to arbitration by a single 
arbitrator to be appointed by each of us in writing. If there is no agreement on an arbitrator after one month they 
shall be appointed by Singapore International Arbitration Centre (SIAC) and shall be conducted in accordance with 
their rules. You should not start legal proceedings against us unless 60 days have elapsed after proof of loss has been 
provided to us in writing. Our liability under your policy is limited solely to the payment of the amounts you are 
entitled to receive. We assume no liability for the availability, quality or results of any medical treatment or other 
services or your failure to obtain any treatment or service covered by the terms of your policy.     
 
Aggregate limit 
Subject to your own individual limits detailed in your policy, our total liability for death or permanent total 
disablement occurring when a number of insured persons are together shall not exceed $30,000,000 per event 
and/or conveyance.  In the event the maximum liability exceeds $30,000,000 per event and/or conveyance, the limit 
amount will be apportioned among the insured persons but the total sum will not be greater than the per adult limit 
for each insured person. 
 
Sanction clause 
We shall also not be deemed to provide cover or be liable to pay any claim or provide any benefit under this policy 
to the extent that the provision of such cover, payment of such claim or provision of such benefit would expose us 
to any sanction, prohibition or restriction under United Nations resolutions or the trade or economic sanctions, laws 
or regulations of the European Union, United Kingdom or United States of America. 
 
 
 
 

Important note:  

 Such termination shall be without prejudice to any claim originating out of the accident causing such 
loss.  
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DirectAsia travel insurance in Singapore is issued by Direct Asia Insurance (Singapore) Pte Ltd 
(Reg. No: 200822611G). 

 

We are here to help  
Call us at +65 6532 2888 or visit DirectAsia.com  


